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AREA TOOLS: INSTRUCTIONS

INTERIOR Clean Bucket
Rubber Gloves

Remove all contents

WHEELS Wheel Brush

Clean Wheels

Engine &
Machine Cleaner

Instant Tyre Dressing

� Ensure wheel is not hot
� Spray Clean Wheels on all visible surfaces.

Agitate with brush. Spray/Hose off.
� Use Engine & Machine Cleaner’ under arches -

leave 2 mins and use spatula to remove.
� Hose off
� Apply Instant Tyre Dressing to wheel. Leave to

dry to a sheen.

ENGINE
BAYS

Clingfilm
Decorators radiator
brush
Kitchen Towel

Vinyl and Rubber
Cleaner

Engine & Machine
Cleaner

� Remove leaves and debris.
� Check caps are tight and cover sensitive

elements with
� Apply engine and machine cleaner - agitate with

a brush and underside of bonnet.
� Hose off and mop up excess water with kitchen

towel
� Apply Vinyl and Rubber cleaner in a light spray -

leave bonnet up for 2 hours to dry out

DOOR AND
BOOT
SHUTS

Small brush

Engine & Machine
Cleaner

� Spray Engine and Machine Cleaner on door
shuts and frame up to window height

� Use a small brush to work in - and close door a
few moments.

� Repeat with boot shuts and fuel cap filler
� Hose off

BODY-
WASH

Bucket
Sponge
Soft Brush
Hydraflex Blade
Aqua-dry leather

Bodywork Shampoo
Conditioner

� Pour shampoo into bucket of tepid water.
� Hose off car - concentrate on sills and bumper
� Sponge one side of car from top down - Hose

and do other side.
� Use brush for debris - DON’T LET SHAMPOO

DRY
� Use Hydraflex Blade to remove moisture from

bodywork and windows
� Use aqua dry leather flat to dry then use in

normal way
� NB: Do door shuts and boot too and dry off



AREA TOOLS: INSTRUCTIONS

POLISHING
- FINISH

Kitchen Towel
Small sponge

Vinyl and Rubber
Care

Bumper Care
Body Glass

� Apply vinyl and rubber care to mouldings and
side trim

� Apply Bumper care to bumper and front grill,
wiper blade body.

� Apply Body Glass to all the glass. Wipe off with
kitchen towel

� NOW buff bodywork

SOFT TOP Vacuum or coarse
brush
Course Sponge
(provided in kit)

Fabric hood
cleaner

Fabric Hood
Protector

� Vacuum or brush hood
� Spray on fabric hood cleaner - allow to soak in.
� Work in with a course sponge and leave to

stand.
� Either wet or dry, apply fabric Hood protector.

(Remove from paintwork) Allow to dry overnight


